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Abstract 
Leiss, E.L., Language equations over a one-letter alphabet with union, concatenation and star: 
a complete solution, Theoretical Computer Science 131 (1994) 31 l-330. 
This paper develops a theory of language equations over a one-letter alphabet where the operations 
involved in the equations are union, unrestricted concatenation and star. Several key theorems are 
proven and tied together to provide an algorithm which enables one to solve any equation of this 
type. An application of this result is a constructive proof of the well-known fact that any context-free 
grammar with only one terminal always generates a regular language. 
1. Introduction 
A system of n language equations in variables XI,. . . , X, over an alphabet A is 
defined as follows: 
Xi=cli, i=l,..., n, 
where the ai are members of the class REGA(X,, . . . , X,) of regular expressions in the 
variables X 1, . . . ,X, over A. REGA(X, ,... ,X,), or REGA for short, is defined as 
follows: 
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(1) Any language L over A is in REGA; L is called a constant. The variable Xi is in 
REG, for i=l,...,n. 
(2) If CI and p are in REG, then so are ctufl (union), a. p (concatenation), and a* 
(star). 
Language equations are used to specify languages. The language specified by an 
equation is the solution of that equation. A solution of a system of equations is a set of 
n constant languages L1,. . . , L, such that substituting Li for every occurrence Of Xi on 
both sides simultaneously for all i = 1,. . . , n yields n identities between languages. 
Different ways of restricting a, i.e. of defining a subset of REGA over which c1 may 
range, give rise to different types of equations with different types of solutions, which 
have been studied in the literature. Some of these are discussed below. 
The classical language theory (see, for example, [9]) is represented by retaining in 
part (2) of the definition of REGA only the operators union and concatenation from 
the left by a constant; thus, for tl. /_I to be valid, CI must be a constant. Then there exists 
a parametric representation of all solutions of the system of equations and, further- 
more, this solution can be expressed as a regular expression in terms of the constants 
(which need not be regular). For example, the single equation in the variable X is 
X=LXuM. 
with L and M constant languages. In this case, if the empty word h is not contained in 
L, there is a unique solution, given by L*M, and if MEL, then L*(MuT) is a paramet- 
ric representation of all solutions with T ranging over all languages. Note that neither 
L, M, nor T need be regular; in other words, the solutions are given as regular 
expressions in terms of the constant languages. The solution of any particular instance 
of the equation can then be obtained by substituting the particular languages defining 
the equation for the “variables” L, M, and T. This is possible because only union, 
concatenation, and star occur in this expression, and therefore the substitution 
property holds (also see Section 5). 
In a series of papers [2,6,8] the operations in part (2) were restricted to be union, 
concatenation from the left by a constant, and complementation. It was shown that 
these equations may not have solutions. A characterization was given of when 
solutions exist and how many (there may be infinitely many). Furthermore, if all 
constants are regular and there is at least one solution, then there is also at least one 
regular solution. However, in the presence of complementation, the substitution 
property does not hold; therefore, the solutions in these papers are necessarily direct 
constructions of the solutions, in contrast to the previous case. 
In [7], the operations in part (2) are assumed to be union, concatenation from 
the left by a constant, and star. A solution always exists in this case; a condition 
for uniqueness was given. Furthermore, the question was investigated when such 
equations have regular solutions if all the constants are regular. 
In these papers, the restrictions were in terms of the operations. In particular, 
concatenation was always restricted to be concatenation from the left by a constant 
language. In the present paper we will consider equations with unrestricted 
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concatenation, but we will assume that the underlying alphabet contains exactly one 
letter. In the following, we will denote this letter by a. 
2. Properties of languages over a one-letter alphabet 
The restriction that the alphabet contain just one letter has important conse- 
quences. For example, it is well known that any context-free language over A = {u} is 
regular ([3]; see also [4]). Below follow some elementary properties of these languages 
which are needed in this paper. We note that there is an extensive theory of 
commutative languages, which we will not address here (see, for example, [l, 51). 
Proposition 2.1. Let B, C be arbitrary languages over the alphabet {u}. The following 
identities hold: 
(a) B. C = C. B (commutativity), 
(b) (BuC)* = B*C*, 
(c) (BC*)* = BB*C*uh. 
Proof. (a) The commutativity of languages follows from that of words, i.e., for all 
U, DE {a}*, U. v= v. u, which in turn follows from that of addition of integers, since 
u=ulUt, ~=a’“‘, and ~u~+~u~=~u~+~u~. 
(b) Let u~(Buc)*. Then there exists an i30 such that u@BuC)‘. Hence, 
U’Ui’ . . .uiandnjEBuCforallj=l,..., i. Lets:{1 ,..., i)--(l)..., i} beapermuta- 
tion such that u,(r), . . . , uschl are all the subwords in B and ~,(~+i),... , uscij are all the 
subwords in C for some h with 0 d h d i. By the commutativity of words, we can write 
u=“,(l)‘...‘u,(h)‘u,(h+l)‘...‘u,(i), where u,(r). . . . ‘n,(h) is in B* and ~,(~+r). . 
U,(i) is in C*. Thus, (BuC)* is contained in B*C*. The other inclusion is obvious (and 
holds in fact for arbitrary alphabets). 
(c) Assume u@BC*)*. Either u = h, or u is composed of any number of words from 
B and from C subject to the constraint that there must be a word from B if one from 
C is present. This, however, shows (because of commutativity) that u~BB*c*uh. The 
other direction follows similarly; it also holds for arbitrary alphabets. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Any arbitrary expression over A= {u} involving any number of unions, 
concatenations, and stars can be replaced by an equivalent expression without any nested 
stars. 
Proof. Follows by repeated applications of Proposition 2.1. 0 
For example, the expression 
[(M[(LM*)*u(NL*)*])*UN]* 
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can be shown to be equivalent to the following expression: 
M”N*uM(LuN)L*M*N*. 
This is in contrast to expressions over an alphabet with two or more letters, where it is 
well known that the star height is unbounded. 
Proposition 2.3. Let B be an arbitrary language over the alphabet {a}. Then B* is 
regular. 
Proof. First assume that the lengths of the words in B have a greatest common divisor 
(GCD) of 1. It follows from Euclid’s algorithm that, for some N, the word aN+’ for any 
i 2 0 can be expressed as a concatenation of words from B. The integer N depends only 
on the lengths of those finitely many words in B whose GCD is 1. Specifically, if 
B=jbl,bz,...} with Ibil<lbi+ll f or all i> 1, then there exists an index 1 such that 
GCD( 1 b, [,I b, I,. . . , I bl I) = 1. Since there are only finitely many words in {a} * whose 
lengths are <N, it follows that B* can be written as 
aNa*uF, 
with F = B*nacN being a finite language and both languages in this representation 
being trivially regular (a <N stands for (ai ) 0 d i < N >). 
Now assume that the GCD of the lengths of all words in B is s> 1. In this case 
consider the language 
C=(a’Ia’“EB}. 
The above proof can be applied to C and gives a regular representation for C*. Now 
the operation that gave us C from B can be reversed, giving us a regular representation 
for B*. 0 
Corollary 2.4. For any language B over the alphabet {a}, there exists ajnite subset Bf 
ofB such that 
B;=B*. 
Moreover, let wl, w2,. . . be an arbitrary enumeration of the words in B. Then there 
exists an integer M such that 
{w I,... > wM}* = B*. 
Proof. We give this proof assuming that the GCD s of the lengths of all words in B is 
1; if s > 1, the claim follows similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.3. Consider the set 
C = {b,, b2,. . . , b,} that occurs in the proof of Proposition 2.3. Since B* is regular and 
GCD(IbAIb,I,... , l b,l) = 1, it follows that the language D, defined by 
D=B*-{bl,b2 ,..., bl}*, 
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is finite. This implies that 
E= {xEB ( B*xB* contains Dj 
is also finite. Since 
(CUE)* = B* 
and CUE is finite, the claim follows. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let w be a nonempty word over the alphabet {a} and let C be an 
arbitrary language ouer A= {a}. Then {w)*C is regular. 
Proof. Let W= {w}*. If C is finite, then C is regular and WC is as well. So assume that 
Cis infinite, C=(C~,C~,...} with ICil<lCi+ll for all i3 1. Consider the set of integers 
defined as follows: 
Clearly, D is finite, since 1 w I is finite. Therefore, there exists a finite integer N such that 
(Ici/modlwlli=l,2 ,..., N)=D. 
Namely, let t be an arbitrary integer in D; then there is a first index i, such that 
Ici,( mod (WI= t. It follows that 
w.c= W.{Cl,...,CN). 
Namely, assume that ws. C,E W. C - W. {c 1,. . , cN} for some t 3 1 and some s 30. By 
definition, I c, 1 mod I w I ED. Furthermore, I ct / > I cN 1. This yields a contradiction since 
one of the words in {cl, . . . , cN}, say c,, satisfies 
I~pl~~~/~l=l~,I~~~I~l, 
and therefore W{cP} contains W{c,}. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Let B and C be arbitrary languages over the alphabet {a} and assume that 
B contains a nonempty word. Then B*C is regular. 
Proof. LetB={b,,b,,...} withIbil<Ibi+,lforalli31.ByCorollary2.4,thereexists 
an N such that Bg=B* with BN={bl,... , bN}. Now we use Proposition 2.1(b) to see 
that 
B*C={b,}*{b,}*... {bN}*C. 
Finally, Proposition 2.5 yields that (bN}*C is regular, and since {b,}* . . . {bN_ 1>* is 
trivially regular, B*C is regular as well. 0 
Remark. It is tempting to assume the following statement to be true: The language 
RB*uB is regular for all languages R, B over {a), with R regular and nonempty and 
B arbitrary. However, this is false, as the following counterexample shows. 
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LetR=(a}andB={a2P~~isaprimeorp=1}.ItfollowsthatRB*={a’+2~~j30}. 
Since RB*nB=@, RB*uB is not regular. In other words, while concatenation of 
regular languages with arbitrary languages rarely seems to yield nonregular lan- 
guages, union is a much less “regularizing” operation. Nevertheless, and looking 
ahead to Theorem 4.1, we can state the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.7. The language BB*C*uC is regular for all languages B (#0), C over 
the alphabet (a}. 
Proof. We first observe that BB*C* = B(BuC)* is regular, by Corollary 2.6 if B con- 
tains a nonempty word and by Proposition 2.3 otherwise. 
If DEB then BB*C* contains C, proving regularity. 
Assume that B does not contain h. We must show that the set of all words which are 
in C but not in BB*C* is regular. In fact, we show it is finite. Consider BB*; clearly, 
BB* = B* - {A}. A ssume first that the GCD of the lengths of all words in B is 1. Then 
by the proof of Proposition 2.3, BB*=aNa*uF (with h not in F). Clearly, 
aNa*C* =aNa*; therefore, at most the words in acN- F can be added to BB*C* by C, 
and this set is finite. (We use a<“’ as an abbreviation for {a i 10 < i <WI).) Assume now 
that the GCD of the lengths of all words in B is s> 1. Then we have 
BB*=aN(us)*uF(S) (h not in F(“) and the lengths of all words in F@) divisible by s). 
Now consider aN(us)*C*. Let the GCD of the lengths of all words in C be t. If 
GCd(s, t)= 1, then BB*C* =uN(as)*C*uF(@C* =uN’a*uF’ with acN’x F’, and at 
most the words in the finite set acN’ -F’ can be added to BB*C* by C. Finally, let 
GCD(s, t)=p>l. In this case uN(as)*C*=aN”(up)* and therefore BB*C*= 
aN”(aP)*uF” with F” a finite language consisting of words whose lengths are divisible 
by p and less than N”. Thus, at most all words which are in the finite set acN” -F” 
and whose lengths are divisible by p can be added to BB*C* by C. 
In all cases, we have shown that adding C to BB*C* will add only a finite number 
of words to BB*C*. Therefore, BB*C*uC is regular. 0 
Remark. It is also tempting to assume the following statement to be true: The 
language RB is regular for all languages R, B over (a}, with R regular and infinite and 
B arbitrary. However, this is also false, as shown below in a modification of the 
previous counterexample. 
Let R = hua(aa)* and B = {a”” 1 p is a prime or p = l}. Clearly, R is regular and 
infinite. RB= Bua(aa)*B and a(aa)*B=a3(aa)*. Since Bna(aa)*B=@, RB is not regular. 
3. Equations with union and concatenation 
In this section we give a complete solution of any equation in one variable where 
the operations are union and unrestricted concatenation. Solutions of such equations 
are then used in subsequent sections to solve more general equations. 
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For arbitrary alphabets, unrestricted concatenation yields nonregular languages 
even if the constants are regular. For example, the equation X=aXbuh has the 
well-known nonregular solution {a”b” I n 3 01. In this section we show that for a one- 
letter alphabet A = (~2) such equations always have regular solutions. In fact, we go 
even further; we assume that the constant languages are completely arbitrary, in 
which case the solutions may or may not be regular. However, the representation of 
the solutions is always as a regular expression in the constant languages. Solutions 
can then be obtained from the expressions by substituting particular languages for the 
constant languages. This is valid because the substitution property holds for union 
and concatenation. 
Theorem 3.1. Consider the equation 
x= b A,X’UB 
i=l 
in the variable X over the one-letter alphabet {a), where k> 1 and Ak #@ 
(a) The language 
S=( Al AiBi-‘)*B 
is a solution of the equation. 
(b) Zj the empty word h is not in any Ai, i= 1,. . . , k, then the solution given in (a) is 
unique. 
(c) If hEAi for some ie { 1,. . . , k}, then any solution S of the equation is of the form 
S= cj Ai(BuT)‘-1 * (Bu T), 
i=l 
where T is completely arbitrary if DEB and T= T’u{h} with T’ completely arbitrary 
otherwise. 
(d) Any solution ofthe equaticn is regular regardless of whether all Ai’s, B, or T are 
regular or not, provided k32 or (k= 1 and AI #(a}). 
Proof. First we show that S=(B”A,u...uBk-lAk)*B is a solution of the given 
equation. Substitution of the language S on both sides of the equation yields 
(ii AiBi-‘>*B=fil Aj [( ;I AiBiel)* B]iuB, 
and in order to show that S is a solution we must verify that this is in fact an identity 
between languages. By Proposition 2.1, we have 
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Consequently, * j 
AiBi-’ > 1 B uB 
=(AIB’u ,..uA~B~)(A~B~)*...(A~B~-~)*~B 
=(AIBou . . . uAkBk-‘)(AIBou...uAkBk-l)*BuB 
=s. 
Thus, S is a solution, and part (a) is proven. 
Assume now that none of the A;s contains the empty word; we must show that S is 
the unique solution. Let R be another solution and let w be the shortest word in the 
symmetric difference of R and S; without loss of generality, we assume WER-S (the 
other case follows similarly). Clearly, w cannot be in B. Therefore, WEAjR’ for some 
jE{l,..., k).SincehisnotinA~foranyi,w=uo,withu~A~,u~R~and~v~<(w~.Itnow 
follows that VEST since u consists of j words in R, j 2 1, II is shorter than w, and w is 
shortest in R-S. Therefore, WEAjSj, in contradiction to the assumption that 
WER - S. This proves part (b). 
Now assume that h is in at least one of the Ai’s. Consider 
W= ~ Ai(BUT)‘-’ * (Bu T), 
i=l 
with T as stated. We claim that W is a solution, i.e. 
W= fi Ai W’UB. 
i=l 
Let q=Al(BuT)‘u . ..u Ak(BuT)k-l; then 
W=cp*(BuT) and W’=cp*(BuT)‘. 
Therefore, our claim can be rewritten as 
cp*(BuT)=cpcp*(BuT)uB. 
To verify this we observe that h~cp since at least one of the Ais contains the empty 
word and XE Bu T by definition of T. Thus, 
pp*(BuT)uB=cp*(BuT)uB=cp*(BuT)= W. 
So far, we have shown that any language Was defined above is a solution. Similarly, 
we show that, for any solution V, 
V= fi Ai(BUV)‘-’ *(But’). 
i=l 
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Since V is a solution, we have 
I/= ~ AiV’UB; 
i=l 
it follows that V contains Bu V. Also, since 
V=($l AiViml) VUBUV, 
V contains 
(cl Ai Vim’)’ jsuv),
which in turn contains 
This proves the first inclusion. The converse is trivial since Bu V contains V. There- 
fore, the given representation is in fact the most general one. This concludes the proof 
of part (c). 
Finally we come to part (d). Part (c) gives the most general form of any solution. In 
order to use Corollary 2.6 we must show that cp * contains a nonempty word, which is 
true if k = 1 and A 1 contains at least one nonempty word. If k 3 2, two subcases must 
be distinguished. Either at least one of the A;s contains a nonempty word; then 
Corollary 2.6 applies. Or no Ai contains a nonempty word. Then ‘p* is infinite iff BUT 
contains a nonempty word. Finally, if BUT does not contain any nonempty word, 
then the solution must be (h} (recall by definition heBuT), which is clearly regular. 
This concludes the proof of the last part and thereby of the entire theorem. 0 
We note that in (d) only two types of equations are excluded, namely the equations 
X=B and X=XuB. 
Both may have trivially nonregular solutions. In the first case, there is a unique 
solution, B, and if B is not regular, the solution is not regular. In the second case, even 
if B is regular, there may be a nonregular solution, as long as there exists a nonregular 
language which contains B. What (d) states is that in all cases except those two trivial 
ones, the solutions are regular! 
Examples. (1) Consider the equation X = a4X4ua5X3ua3. According to Theorem 
3.1(b), this equation has a unique solution, which by part (a) is given by (a 13ua 11)*a3. 
This can be shown to be equal to F ua lz3u* for some finite set F, all of whose words 
are no longer than 121. 
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(2) The equation X=aX5uaX3uaXua2 has by Theorem 3.1 the unique solution 
(a9ua5ua)*u~=u2a*. The same equation but without the UX term, 
X=uX5uuX3uu2, has the solution (u9uu5)*u2, which is equal to 
(We use ui*j to stand for uiuaj and a’-j for aiuui+lu...u ,j for i<j.) 
(3) The equation X=(u4ua6)X4u(u2uu3)X2ua3uu5 has the unique solution 
[u~~6(u3,5)3uu2,3(u~~5)]~u~~5, which can be rewritten as u~u*uu~,~. 
(4) The equation X=(u3)*X4uuX3uu2 has, according to Theorem 3.1(c), the 
following general representation of a solution: 
[(u~)*(u2uT)3uu(u%JT)~]*(u%J7). 
Since the empty word must be in T, and thus hu2uT, it follows that u(u2uT)’ 
contains a; thus, 
[(u3)*(u2uT)3uu(u2uT)2] =[(u~)*(u~uT)~uu(u’uT)~uu], 
and therefore 
[(u3)*(u2uT)3uu(u2uT)2uu]*(u2uT) 
=[(u3)*(u2uT)3ua(u2uT)2]*u*(u2uT) 
=u*(u’uT) 
* =u . 
Consequently, this equation has a unique solution, namely a*, independent of the 
choice of T. 
(5) Consider the equation X=(u3)*X4uu2. We obtain the general solution from 
Theorem 3.1(c), which can be rewritten as 
cp=(huu2u*)(u4T)*(u2T2)*(T3)*( usuu6Tuu4T2uu2T3uT4)uu2uT. 
Since LET, it follows that (usuu6Tuu4T2uu2T3uT4) contains h, and therefore 
huu2u* is contained in expression cp. Thus, if aET, then a* is the corresponding 
solution; otherwise, the solution is huu a . 2 * Hence, there are exactly two solutions. 
(6) Consider the equation X=(u3)*X4u(u3)* (compare with the last one). After 
simplification, one obtains the following general representation of a solution: 
(u3)*T*. 
In this case, there are infinitely many different solutions (e.g. for T= {u3*+l} for fixed 
t 2 0). In general, any choice of T will give a solution, including nonregular languages 
T, even though the solutions themselves will of course be regular. In fact, there are 
uncountably many languages T, but only countably many solutions (since there are 
only countably many regular languages altogether). 
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4. Equations involving stars 
We now concentrate on single equations in X which involve the star operator. If 
one inspects the solutions in Theorem 3.1, it is quite clear that even though the 
equations to be solved did not contain stars, the solution expressions do. Thus, if we 
want to be able to iterate Theorem 3.1 for several variables, it is imperative that we are 
able to deal with the star operator. 
Theorem 4.1. Consider the equation X= BX*uC over the alphabet (a}, where B#@ 
(a) If h is not in B, then S=BB*C*uC is the unique solution. 
(b) If LEB, then every solution S of the equation is of the form S=B*C*T* for 
arbitrary T. 
(c) Any solution of the equation is regular. 
Proof. (a) As before, we use substitution to show that BB*C*uC is a solution. This 
follows easily by systematically applying Proposition 2.1. To show uniqueness if h is 
not in B, we assume, as before, that R is another solution, different from S. Let w be the 
shortest word in R-S; clearly, w cannot be in C. Thus, WE BR * and w = uv, with UE B, 
u #h, and VER*. Since v is shorter than w and w is shortest in R-S, VES*. Hence, 
UVEBS*, and therefore WES, in contradiction to the assumption. 
(b) If DEB, then h must be in V for any solution I’. We claim that B*C*V*= 
B(B*C*V*)*uC. This is easily proven (similar to Theorem 3.1(c)). Furthermore, any 
solution I/ must satisfy I’= B*C*T* for some language T: Since V is a solution, 
V=BV*uC. We show that V=B*C*V*. Clear.y, I’ contains B and C; thus V* 
contains (BuC*), and therefore V* = B*C* V *. Since V contains V* because DEB, 
V contains B*C* V*, proving the first inclusion. The second inclusion is trivial. This 
shows (b). 
(c) This is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 if DEB and of Proposi- 
tion 2.7 otherwise. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Consider the equation X= B(CXk)*uD over {a}. Then the expression 
B(C(BUD)~)*UD represents a solution for k3 1. F;drtkermore, if the empty word is not 
contained in BuC, then this solution is unique. 
Proof. That the given language is a solution is again verified by tedious substitution. 
The uniqueness follows by assuming that R is a solution different from the solution 
S given by the expression. Let w be a shortest word in R-S (the other case follows 
similarly). Clearly, w is not in D. Since WER-D, WEB(CR~)*. It now follows that 
w cannot be in B, for otherwise it would obviously be in S. Thus, w = bv, with bgB and 
v~(CR~)‘forsome ial. Therefore,v=~,...v~ancl vj~CRkfor j=l,...,i,and hence 
vj = cjuj, with cjEC and ujERk. By assumption, either the empty word is not in B (then 
~v~<~w~)ortheemptywordisnotinC(then~uj~<~vjIforallj=1,...,i).Ineverycase, 
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it follows that UjESk and therefore WE& in contradiction to the assumption that w was 
a shortest word in R-S. Therefore, S is the unique solution. q 
5. Normal forms for equations over {a} 
In order to solve equations involving union, concatenation, and star, we need 
a representation theorem for these equations. This is the topic of this section. We also 
comment on the substitution property. 
Theorem 5.1. Let c1 be a regular expression in the variable X over the alphabet (a}. Then 
CI can be equivalently written in the following form: 
cc= fi A,X’cr,uC, 
i=O 
where Cli= UjAi,j,o.(Ai,j,lXS’)*. . . . .(A;,j,,t,JXSm,.,)* with 1 <s, < ... <s,,,~,~, and all 
Ai,j,t and C are nonempty expressions in terms of constant languages only, for all mi 20, 
mB0. 
Proof. We show by structural induction that any regular expression in X over {a} can 
be transformed into the given normal form using only ordinary set identities plus the 
identities in Proposition 2.1. 
If CI is a constant language or the variable X, the claim follows trivially. If a = puy, 
then the union of two normal forms is again a normal form. If cr=j3. y, then the 
concatenation of two normal forms can again be written in normal form. 
Finally, consider M:*. First one sees that 
cc*=(A,X’a,)* . . . (A,Xma,)*C*; 
then one has 
[ 1 * (AiX’ai)*= u AiXiAi,j,o.(Ai,j,~XS’)*.....(Ai,,,i,jXSm~,~)* j 
and each of the terms in this expression can be written in normal form using the 
identities of Proposition 2.1. This reduces the problem to the already addressed 
problems of union and concatenation. 0 
We now come to the generalization to more than one variable. We assume that 
4X1,.... X,) is a regular expression in the variables X1,. . . , X, and consider systems 
of n language equations in the n variables: 
Xi=cli(X1,..., X,), i=l,..., n. 
In this case we have the following representation theorem. 
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Theorem 5.2. Let /3S=fiS(X, ,... , X,) be a regular expression in the variables X 1,. . , X, 
over the alphabet {a}, s= 1, . . . ,n. Then for any h, hE{ 1, . . . ,n}, pS can be equivalently 
written in the following form: 
ps= ~ AiX~cxiUC, 
i=O 
where ai=UjAi,j,o.(Ai,j,1X~‘)*.....(Ai,j,,,,,Xs,-’.,)* with l<~,< ... <s, ,,,, and all 
Ai,j,r are nonempty expressions in terms of constant languages and in terms of the 
variables {XI ,..., X,}-{X,), for all mi30, m30. 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1, applied for the variable 
Xh. 0 
At this point it is necessary to comment on the substitution property. It states that 
any identity between two expressions denoting the same language which involve 
union, concatenation, and star as operators can be transformed into another identity 
by substituting arbitrary languages for the letters of the alphabet. In fact, we can 
formulate a refinement of the substitution property: 
If the properties used in the proof of the identity are satisfied by the substituted 
languages, the substitution property holds. 
This is a refinement since ordinarily only set theory and properties of language 
operators are used in deriving the identity. However, consider Proposition 2.1 (c), 
As long as the languages substituted for B and C are commutative, the identity holds. 
For example, the substitution a3,5 (a ‘)* for B and a3s4(a ‘)* for C yields after suitable 
simplification on the left of the identity hua3,5*6.ua8a*, and on the right the same 
language. This version of the substitution property allows us to solve equations by 
parts, as shown in the next section. 
We note that for intersection and complementation the substitution property does 
not hold. For example, we have C=kua a . * * However, substituting a* for a yields on 
the left the empty language and on the right a *. Similarly, anaa = 8, but substituting 
aa* for a yields a*a* on the left but the empty language on the right. 
6. Solving general equations in one variable 
Consider the single equation 
X=a(X), 
where c1 is a regular expression over {a> with the operators union, concatenation, and 
star, in the single variable X. Furthermore, we assume that CI is in normal form. Here is 
the procedure for solving this equation. 
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Procedure P(X) 
(1) If CI contains any occurrences of X outside the scope of a star, apply 
Theorem 3.1 once to eliminate all such occurrences of X. This yields an expression 
fi in X. p has the property that it contains no X unless it is within the scope of a star. 
(2) Choose a term (CXk)* occurring in /I. Apply Theorem 4.2 to this term and 
denote the resulting expression again by /I. 
(3) Repeat step (2) until no term of the form (CXk)* occurs in 1. 
Here is an example. Consider the equation 
X=LX*uM(X3)*X%JN(PX)*, 
where L, M, N, and P are constant languages over the alphabet {a}, with the empty 
word not contained in LuMu(NnP). Step (1) of procedure P(X) applies Theorem 3.1 
with k=4 and 
Al =8, 
A,=L, 
A3=& 
A,=M(X3)*, 
B=N(PX)*. 
This yields the equation 
X={ [N(PX)*]LU[N(PX)*]~M(X~)*}*N(PX)*, 
which can be simplified to 
X=[MN4(LN)*(MN3)*(PX)*](X3)*uN(LN)*(PX)*. 
Applying Theorem 4.2 with 
B=MN4(LN)*(MN3)*(PX)*, 
C=@}, 
D=N(LN)*(PX)* 
yields after simplification the following equation for X: 
X=N(LN)*[MN3(MN3)*(N3)*uh](PX)*. 
In this equation, X occurs only in (PX)*. Applying Theorem 4.2 one last time yields 
the desired regular expression in the constant languages L, M, N, and P: 
X=N(LN)*[huMN3(MN3)*(N3)*](NP)*. 
Since the conditions for uniqueness in Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 hold (as h$LuMv 
(NnP)), this solution expression is unique. If one substitutes languages over {u} for 
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L, M, N, and P in this expression, the resulting language is the solution of the 
corresponding equation, since the substitution property holds. For example, if L = u2, 
M=a3, N=u4, and P=a5, then the solution evaluates to u~LJu~~(u~)*. 
At this point, P(X) is a procedure. In order to demonstrate that P(X) will actually 
give a solution, it is necessary to show that it will terminate in finitely many steps. This 
is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Applying procedure P(X) to an equation over {u} in the variable X re- 
sults, within finitely many steps, in an expression in the constant languages which 
represents a solution of the given equation. 
Proof. Since Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 preserve language identities, the successively 
resulting equations must have the same solutions as the original one. Thus, all that 
remains to be shown is that P(X) terminates. To this end, we observe that after 
applying Theorem 3.1 (at most) once, any occurrences of X will be within the scope of 
some star. Inspection of the solution given by Theorem 4.2 then shows that each 
application will effectively eliminate one term of the form (CX”)* without introducing 
another term (C’X”‘)* for a pair (C’, k’) which had not been present before (after 
putting the resulting expression in normal form). Since the number of such terms is 
finite for any given expression, the process must terminate. 0 
It is interesting that the order in which the two theorems are applied is crucial. Even 
though both theorems correspond to independent fix point operations, it is generally 
impossible to eliminate all starred terms first, and only then all unstarred variables. 
This is because an application of Theorem 4.2 in the presence of unstarred variables 
may very well introduce starred terms (C’Xk’)* for pairs (C’, k’) which had not been 
present before. This is easily verified using the equation 
X=(LuMX*)X*uN, 
where each application of Theorem 4.2 (without having first eliminated the X2 term) 
will introduce a term previously not present. Thus, the procedure does not terminate; 
no solution is obtained. 
7. Solving systems of equations 
We now come to the final generalization of our solution technique, namely to 
a system of n equations in n variables, 
Xi=cCi(X, )... ,X,), i= l,... ,n. 
We recall from Section 1 that a solution of such a system is a set of n constant 
languages L1,. , L, such that substituting Li for every occurrence of Xi on both sides 
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simultaneously for all i = 1,. . . , n yields n identities between languages. The solution of 
such a system of equations can be obtained by using the following procedure. 
Procedure PP(Xi , . . . , X,) 
(1) for i:= l,...,n do 
(1.1) Apply procedure P(Xi) to the equation for Xi SO that the variable Xi 
occurs nowhere in the expression for that equation. Let yi be the resulting 
expression. 
(1.2) Substitute the expression yi for Xi (this is an expression in terms of 
constant languages and in terms of the variables Xi+i through X,) 
wherever Xi occurs in the equations for Xi+ i,... ,X,. 
(2) The expression y. is in terms of constant languages only; let L, be the constant 
language denoted by this expression. 
(3) for i:=n-l,...,l do 
(3.1) Substitute the language Li+I into all expressions yi, yi_1,... ,yi. 
(3.2) The expression yi is now in terms of constant languages only; let Li be the 
constant language denoted by this expression. 
It remains to be shown that PP(Xi,... ,X,) does in fact terminate. 
Theorem 7.1. Applying procedure PP(X,, . . , X,) to a system of n equations over {u} in 
the n variables XI,... , X, results, within jinitely many steps, in an expression in the 
constant languages which represents a solution of the system of equations. 
Proof. The proof consists of repeated applications of Theorem 6.1. 0 
Let us look at one example (another one is worked out in the next section). 
Consider the following system of three equations in the variables X, Y, and Z: 
X=(a2X3)*uaXzuaY, 
Y=(a2Z2)*, 
Z=a(a2X3)*Z2ua. 
Instead of going through the tedious derivations, we give just the results: 
x=a*, 
It can be verified that these are indeed solutions. Since the solutions for these 
equations are unique, they must be the only ones. 
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8. Uniqueness and regularity of solutions 
In this section we restate and amplify the results concerning uniqueness and 
regularity (primarily from Theorems 3.1 and 4.2) as they relate to the systems of 
equations of the type we studied in the last section. We also show as an application of 
the theory of language equations how to give a constructive proof of the result that 
every context-free language over a one-letter alphabet is regular [3]. 
8.1. Uniqueness 
Both Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 state conditions which assure the uniqueness of the 
(expressions for the) solutions. If these conditions are satisfied in each step in 
procedure P(X) or PP(Xi, . . . ,X,), the resulting solution (for specific languages) is 
necessarily unique. 
Consider the system of equations 
x= yz*uz, 
Y=aX*Z, 
Z=(XY)*Yua. 
One can easily verify that neither Y, nor Z, nor X can contain h. Therefore, for i= 1 
(we number X, Y, and Z as variables 1,2, and 3), there is no step (1.1) in PP(X, Y, Z); 
step (1.2) results in 
y=azz* Y* YuaZZ*, 
Z=((YZ*uZ)Y)*Yua. 
For i = 2, step (1.1) will solve the equation for Y by one application of Theorem 3.1 and 
one of Theorem 4.2 for Y*. The result is 
and the substitution into Z (step (1.2)) yields (after considerable work) 
Z=aZZ*(aZ)*ua. 
Then one solves the equation for Z (i= 3, step (1.1)) and obtains 
Z=aa*, 
and from this 
y=a*a* and X=aa*. 
Finally, one can verify directly that these three languages are indeed a solution of the 
given system, and since all uniqueness conditions are satisfied it is in fact the only one. 
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In contrast. consider 
x=a*y, 
Y=(aa)*X. 
Here, either both X and Y contain h, or neither does. One can verify that there are 
infinitely many solutions (since X = Y= wa* is a solution for any word w). 
8.2. Regularity 
The regularity of solutions follows essentially analogously to their uniqueness. 
While applying Theorems 3.1 and 4.2, the regularity of the solutions is established. 
The conditions for regularity in Theorem 3.1 are very mild; essentially all nontrivial 
equations (i.e. all equations other than X = B and X = XuB) are guaranteed to have 
regular solutions. 
We claim that all solutions obtained in Theorem 4.2 are regular. The proof can be 
sketched as follows. All solutions are of the form 
B(C(B uD)~)* u D. 
For any language L over a one-letter alphabet, denote by GCD(L) the greatest 
common divisor of the lenghs of all words in L. Observe that GCD(L1 L,)= 
GCD(Li u L,)= GCD(GCD(L,), GCD(L,)). Now, define GCD(B) = sB and 
GCD(D) = SD. First one shows that 
GCD((B u D)k) = GCD(Bu D) = GCD(sB, SD). 
Then it follows that 
GCD(B(C(Bu D)k)*)=GCD(C(Bu D)k) 
and furthermore that this integer divides GCD((BUD)~); thus, it divides SD. This 
implies that B(C(BUD)~)* contains all but finitely many elements of D, and since 
B(C(B u D)k)* is regular, so is B(C(B u D)k)* u D. 
8.3. CFL over {a} 
We conclude with the construction of a 
a context-free a one-letter 
a language a regular 
a very 
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Let G=(N, T, P, S) be a context-free grammar with T= {a}. Define a system of 
equations as follows: 
The set of variables is N. 
For each variable A construct one equation as follows: Let all A-production be 
A--+x1 1 . . . 1 cc,. Then the equation is 
A=cc1u “. UC&. 
These equations clearly satisfy the assumptions stated in the previous sections. Thus, 
the resulting system can be solved; the regular solution expression corresponding to 
the starting symbol S denotes exactly the language L(G). Even though the initial 
equations involve only union and concatenation, intermediate equations will also 
contain stars. Therefore, it is not sufficient to apply only Theorem 3.1; the technique 
described in Section 7 is necessary for producing the solution. 
Consider the grammar G =( {A, B, C}, (a}, P, A), with P given by 
A+BUB 1 ACACA 1 h, 
B+CCC, 
C+AA I h. 
The resulting system of equations is 
A=BaBuACACAuh, 
B = CCC. 
C=AAuh, 
or in normal form 
A= C2A3uaB2uh, 
B=C3, 
C= A2uh. 
Solving these equations yields A = B = C = a *. With the traditional methods it is 
unlikely that this result could be obtained as directly and systematically as it is 
obtained using language equations. 
The whole construction is very straightforward. We only must note that the 
presence of productions of the form A-tA might render solutions nonunique. For 
example, if our set of productions were given by P = {S-+S I SaSaS I a}, the resulting 
single equation would be S=a2S3uSua, and this equation does not satisfy the 
uniqueness condition of Theorem 3.1. The general solution of this equation is 
(a4)*(a3T)*(a2T2)*(auT) 
for T any arbitrary language. Choosing T=8 this expression gives a(~~)*, which is 
equal to L(G). However, for other values of T, other valid solutions of the equation 
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can be obtained. For example, T=a2 gives the solution u~~~LJu~u*. Problems due to 
useless productions can be avoided in two ways: 
l by removing them from the given grammar; this does not affect the language 
generated (note that L(G) denotes the least fix point, whereas through language 
equations one can obtain any fix point); 
l by choosing T=fl in Theorem 3.1(c). 
Both approaches are equivalent and yield L(G). 
9. Conclusion 
We have developed a theory of language equations over a one-letter alphabet where 
the operators are union, concatenation, and star. We have given a complete solution 
of any system of such equations and have demonstrated that solutions are unique and 
regular under certain mild conditions. As a by-product, we derived several results 
related to the question of whether certain languages over {a} are regular or not. In 
particular, we have shown that most equations with nonregular constant languages 
have regular solutions. We illustrated the approach by showing how to construct 
explicitly the regular language generated by a context-free grammar over a one-letter 
alphabet. 
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